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Easy HR Text File Search is a free utility for Windows 7, 8, 10 that allows you to perform searches
across multiple TXT files. About: Easy HR Text File Search is designed to help you locate the files
you're looking for in a simple to use interface. It's comprised of few buttons and a simple to use user
interface that allows you to have complete control over the search settings. The search toolbar as
well as the main window is entirely customizable. It offers more than 25 sets of filenames, file
extensions and keywords for the docs you want to search for. Features: The settings for Easy HR
Text File Search are managed by buttons on the main window. The configuration panel is divided
into several panes for setting these options: Search drive: You can specify the drive or directory to
search from. Include folder: You can set it as a whole or as a particular subfolder or exclude it. Use
file type: You can include or exclude specific file types by listing or excluding their extensions.
Wildcard symbols: You can search for partial strings that match any character using this option.
Wildcard exclusion: This option can be used to exclude partial strings containing wildcard symbols
from your search. Case sensitive: Whether the search will be performed in a case sensitive or not.
Startup delay: It helps the program resume at its last position when you launch it again. Results
settings: Here you can set the results settings: Date and file size: This feature allows you to find out
the date of creation and last modification along with the file size. Double-click to view text file: If you
double-click a search result, the corresponding file will open in the default text editor. Ease of use:
There's nothing complicated about the interface, it's strictly organized into tabs and provides a
wizard-like approach in most of the options. The included help file offers a comprehensive list of all
settings and options. As well, it covers the most important functions. System requirements: You'll
need to have Windows 7, 8, 10 for the program to work. For the best performance, you can run the
application as a 32-bit app on a 64-bit machine. Verdict: Easy HR Text File Search is a free text file
search application that helps you locate the files you're looking for. Easy HR Text File Search may
not be the most spectacular program in

Easy Text File Search [32|64bit]

Easy HR Text File Search is an extremely easy-to-use and user-friendly application that is great for
text searching and searching in text documents. It works on the latest versions of Windows. Xilisoft
Screen Recorder Crack & Serial Number Xilisoft Screen Recorder Crack is a comprehensive solution
for users to record PC screen and audio. This software allows you to capture the screen and audio of
your computer. You can record your desktop and all windows activities as screencasts or mobile
phone videos, and then you can edit them to your image file. Xilisoft Screen Recorder Crack permits
you to capture videos. It is a multimedia tool which may record the user interface of a computer and
edit videos like MP4 and AVI files. The software can also operate from the remote location. It is a
high-performance cross-platform recording software. This tool can capture the screen of your screen.
You can set the video or audio recording to the specific location of your computer. This software
gives you the possibility to customize and control your screencast or recording video. You can record
any part of your screen or full screen. It records voice as well. You can capture the video from any
place as long as your Internet connection is good. Users can record from their Desktop, whole screen
as well as any specific window. Key Features: 1. Set the recording time. 2. Set the file quality. 3.
Record audio and screen together. 4. The video or audio can be split or cut into several different
segments. 5. Save both video and audio as single file. 6. Support capture internet-screen. 7. User-
friendly GUI design. 8. Record desktop, multi-screen, or webcam. 9. High performance, supports
multi-core processors. 10. Advanced Capture features like auto-play, hotkey, and save to disk. How
To Crack? 1. Click on Download button to download the installer setup. 2. Now install the software
and Run it. 3. Click on License Activation button to activate the software. 4. Go to the following URL
and Download the Activation Key for the free registration. 5. Now install the keygen software and
Use the working key to free the registration of this tool. 6. Click on the icon that appears in the
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Easy HR Text File Search is a simple-to-use application that enables you to perform searches across
multiple text documents at the same time. It offers support for filters and can be easily handled by
users. Easy installer and GUI The setup operation is a speedy job that shouldn't give you any trouble,
thanks to the fact that there are only familiar options involved and no prerequisite components. As
far as the interface is concerned, Easy HR Text File Search opts for a large frame with a classical
appearance. It's split into several panes for configuring and reviewing search settings, in addition to
inspecting results. Configure settings to locate docs It's possible to specify the drive or directory to
scan, include or exclude subfolders, and use wildcards when defining partial search strings to match.
Once all TXT documents from the specified location have been indexed by the tool, you can review
them and select the ones you're interested in, to set up one or two search string criteria. Case
sensitive mode and partial matches can be allowed or denied. After the program finds doc matches,
you can view them in the last pane of the main window, find out the date of creation and last
modification along with the file size, as well as double-click any entry to open the document in the
default text editor. Evaluation and conclusion We haven't experienced any stability issues in our
tests, since the app didn't hang, crash or indicate errors. It left a small footprint on system resources
consumption. Although it hasn't received updates for a long time, it worked smoothly on newer
Windows versions in our tests. Thanks to its intuitive and advanced options, Easy HR Text File Search
should meet the requirements of many users. It's freeware. Additional Notes: An alternative program
named Text File Searcher for Windows can search text files and show them in a window. Real PDf to
Xls Converter is a professional PDF file conversion tool which can help you convert scanned PDF to
XLS. It can convert PDF to XLS automatically, while supporting images and text extraction. The
conversion process is very simple, just need to select output format to choose. The program
supports batch conversion, hence multiple PDF files can be processed at one time. With this function
you can convert PDF files to XLS with the maximum quality. There are 2 steps included in the
conversion process: PDF file preview and XLS file generation. The PDF files can be previewed with
text, images and hyperlinks.

What's New in the?

It's possible to specify the drive or directory to scan, include or exclude subfolders, and use
wildcards when defining partial search strings to match. Moreover, it's possible to perform custom
searches, sort and find specified text in both line and word format. There's no need for professional
skills to set up the software and perform advanced processes. It may be used for any file type and it
accepts all keystrokes. EasyHR is considered as a great handy application. What's new in Easy HR
Text File Search 4.0.0.0 Reverse search. Search for text inside file names and file contents.
Customize search preferences. Filter by content type and file properties. Replace text inside multiple
files. Automatically launch EasyHR with a single click. File search wizard. All documents can be
viewed in Windows' native viewer. What's new in Easy HR Text File Search 3.6.0.0 Option to search
by last modified date and time. Customizable search settings. Option to sort and find files. Launch
search with a single click. Files can be searched with regex. Option to perform multiline searches.
Supports simultaneous searches. Filter by content type. Serves as an asynchronous search. View
results in a pop-up window. Supports wildcards. Possibility to search by size, last modified date,
name and directory. Replace text inside multiple files. Option to search for partial strings. Filter
search results. Supports sorting results. Option to automatically open matching files. Supports
Google and Bing Web crawlers. Free download. Easy HR Text File Search 4.0 key features: Reverse
search: Advanced text search for multiple files. Sort by creation date and time: EasyHR can sort files
by the specified properties. Filter by content type: EasyHR can filter matching documents by content
type. Filter by file properties: EasyHR can filter matching documents by specified properties. Replace
text inside multiple files: You can replace text inside multiple files. Option to search by last modified
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date and time: You can search by last modified date and time. Option to search by size, last modified
date, name and directory: You can search by size, last modified date, name and directory. Easy HR
Text File Search
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System Requirements For Easy Text File Search:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows Server
2012, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
E7300 or AMD equivalent processor Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000, AMD HD
6900 or equivalent graphics card. DirectX: DirectX 9.0c Storage: 800 MB available space Network:
Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes
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